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ABSTRACT
Modern naval vessels, which depend more on a reduction in
the displacement per shaft horsepower than an increase in the
lift/drag ratio to improved performance, must increasingly
turn to propulsion systems with characteristically high power
densities. Systems planned for or currently employed in high
performance craft all have inherent disadvantages which
require new approaches. One such approach is the use of
electrical propulsion systems which allow operational flex-
ibility and an ease of power transfer not found in many other
systems. The utilization of superconducting materials in the
field windings of propulsion machines significantly improves
the power density of the system while retaining other advan-
tageous characteristics of electrical propulsion systems.
Many superconducting motors either in the conceptual or
prototype stages of development, require the superconducting
field winding to transfer machine torque to the naval craft
which, in turn, requires a substantial structural interface
between the superconducting element and the environment.
Such a structural interface results in a significant heat leak
into the cryogenic components reducing system efficiency.
Other designs place the cryogenic element on the rotor,
requiring a rotating liquid transfer coupling and all of the
technical complexities that such an element entails.
This thesis proposes the use of a dual field motor; the
main power producing field to be superconducting, and an ambient
temperature concentric compensating field configured to remove
the load torque from the cryogenic element. Both fields are
wound on the stator, thus eliminating the liquid transfer pro-
blem; the three-phase armature is wound on the rotor. A
mathematical model is developed and the size and parameters
for a 22,700 horsepower motor are determined. The resulting
model is analyzed and various modes of control discussed.
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The use of superconducting field windings in synchronous
machines is now an accepted and experimentally substantiated
technique, and it is evident that these machines have the
greatest potential applications where weight and power density
are of significance in the system design philosophy. Because
of the inherent weight and volume savings and system flexibility
associated with superconducting power generation and
utilization, superconducting machines present an attractive
alternative in the design of naval propulsion systems.
As progress is made from lower to higher performance
water-borne vehicles, increases in speed are entirely attri-
butable to increases in the shaft horsepower per ton displace-
ment rather than to improvements in the vehicle lift-drag
ratios. In addition, hull structure and propulsion plant
together have in past designs accounted for an average of 60%
of the light ship weight, and future marine engineering
studies, especially those in the naval systems domain, should
concentrate on such developments as superconducting machines
which promise significant weight and volume savings and
superior acoustical performance. Electric power trains,
because of their flexibility, are particularily attractive in
advanced ship concepts such as SWATH, hydrofoils, and surface
effect vehicles which require power transmission in strictly
confined spaces and transmission trains which change direction
abruptly.

All of the superconducting synchronous motors now either
in the conceptual or prototype phases of development, utilize
a rotating superconducting field winding which requires
cryogenic fluid transfer to the rotating member. Many designs
also require the superconducting field winding to transmit
machine torque to the ship hull which requires a substantial
structural interface between the cryogenic elements and the
ship's hull. This results in significant thermal leakage to
the low temperature machine components.
The motor evaluated herein will have a stationary super-
conducting field winding and an ambient temperature rotating
armature winding, the armature being the central, interior
member (see Figure 1) . The field winding is surrounded by a
solid, iron flux return path, operating in a magnetically
saturated condition. A third direct current ambient tempera-
ture winding is provided to assume the load torque and
relieve the superconducting field winding of this duty. This
design eliminates the need for a rotating cryogenic transfer
coupling and will substantially reduce the structural inter-
face between the superconducting field and its environment.
The compensating field winding, if feasible, may be
located either between the armature and main field or between
the main field and shield. This thesis will examine both











This paper developes the motor in a conceptual framework
with emphasis on naval applications and high performance
vehicles. Figures 2, 3, and 4 depict three possible applica-
tions to naval ship systems that are currently considered
'•state-of-the-art" to the naval architect and marine engineer
The motor developed herein may find useful applications both
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per unit excitation voltage
generated by superconducting
field
f force on moving charge, q
F force density, newtons/m 3
H magnetic field density (vector)
H r radial component of the magnetic
field density due to a current
in the field winding in region
fi fo
H Qf azimuthal component of magnetic
field density due to a current
in field winding in region





radial component of magnetic
field density due to a current
in the field winding and in
region R . < r < R_
.
J ai f 1
H
of . azimuthal component of magnetic
field density due to a current
in the field winding in region
R . < r < R_.
ai f 1
H f radial component of magnetic
field density due to a current
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azmithual component of magnetic
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H radial component of magnetic
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field density due to a current
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i per-unit phase current
I polar moment of inertia
I, RMS phase current and line
current
1-3 rated base current
J armature current density
a -1
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L f field selfc-inductance
L , phase-to-phase mutual inductance
& machine physical length
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r radial coordinate
R . armature inner radius
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R armature outer radius
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R c . field inner radiusf 1
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II. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF MOTOR
Figures 1 and 5 depict the approximate physical con-
figuration of the compensated motor. The illustrations used
throughout this paper address only the two pole-pair (four
pole) machine, but the analysis herein applies to configura-
tions with any desired number of pole pairs.
The three-phase armature is wound on the rotor and
supplied power through a high voltage slip ring assembly.
The armature is to operate at ambient temperatures and is
cooled by conventional non-cryogenic techniques. It is
assumed that the upper constraint on armature current density
is approximately 2.5 x 10 6 amps per square meter.
The superconducting field winding is positioned either
outside of the compensator winding or between the armature and
compensator windings. It is to operate at a temperature less
than 5°C. As discussed earlier, the field winding may be
fixed to the machine housing through an insulating medium
which also functions as the supporting structure for the
field. The field structure is assumed to contain little, if
any, ferromagnetic material.
An idealized depiction of the field winding support
structure is shown in Figure 6. This configuration is
particularly applicable to a machine with the compensator
within the field winding. Otherwise, the field could be
supported radially and axially through the end housings of
the machine. The optimum support structure could be depicted





























































































The compensating winding is physically located either
outside of the field winding or between the field and the
armature windings. It is to operate at ambient temperatures,
to be cooled by non-cryogenic techniques, and to contain
little, if any, ferromagnetic material. The current density
is constrained at a maximum value of 2.5 x 10 amps per
square meter.
The motor examined herein is envisioned to be designed
as a modular element in a propulsion system which must
operate with a minimum down time after failure.
The motor will be fitted with easily disconnected
fittings in order to facilitate rapid replacement upon failure
at shore based facility. The cryogenic auxiliaries as shown
in Figures 2, 3, and 4 are also to be modular packages which
may be rapidly replaced by new or refurbished units.
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III. THEORETICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND RATING EXPRESSIONS
An examination of Figure 7 reveals the requirement for
zero torque on the superconducting field winding in terms
of the machine's magnetic fields. The fields are referenced
to the stator, and the resulting field vector at any location





where the resultant of the compensator and superconducting







B,, B_, and B_ are the field vectors of the armature,AC r
compensator and field respectively.
A requirement for zero torque on the superconducting
field winding is that the vectors B„ and B„ be colinear as
^ N F
reflected in Figures 7 and 8.
The following constraints placed on machine design
parameters are specified as:
1. Maximum field current limited to 1.25 x 10 8 a/m
2. Maximum armature current limited to 2.5 x 10 6 a/m
3. Maximum compensator current limited to 2.5 x 10 a/m'
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4. Machine magnetic shear stress is to be
consistent with current design practices
Reference 6 presents a detailed discussion of constraints
1 through 3 above; and reference 7, Figure 11, shows magnetic
shear stresses found in recent designs.
Referring to Figures 1, 7, and 8, the angle a represents
the angle between the axis of the superconducting field and
the compensator field. Figures 7 and 8 show all possible
operating loci for the machine field vectors constrained as
above and operating as a motor. If angle a is decreased
from 90° electrically to some other fixed position, the
domain of operation decreases also. A comparison of Figures
7 and 8 shows this clearly. If a is permitted to vary
rather than fixing the relative position of the two fields,
an additional degree of freedom is introduced into the
analysis. Figures 9 and El represent the resulting voltage-
current relationships for the compensated machine. As a
result of the colinearity requirement imposed on the fields
B„ and B_, En and Vm must also be colinear as shown inN F F T
Figures 9 and El. This results in a somewhat simplified
analysis as presented in Appendix E. The analysis in
Appendix E treats a as a constant < 90° electrically.
Referring to Figures 9 or El, the internal excitation
voltage arising from the field vector B is expressed as:
E„ = V + X I (sin \p - cos \p cot a) (El)













FIGURES). VOLTAGE-CURRENT RELATIONSHIPS FOR OVEREXCITED
AND UNDEREXGITED COMPENSATED MOTORS.
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Utilizing this relationship and the appropriate expressions
for machine inductances, machine power in volt-amps is
found to be (see Appendix E)
:
p = 2£_ (l-y 2+p )R
r
"C, _sin(^)sin(^)<^)




7T— = 1-x (sin t|) - cos ip cot a) (E14)
and, x , the internally normalized synchronous reactance is
a
given by equation E16. Equation C38, the armature torque





+ A_ J sin k((J>-a)] (E20




, and A are defined in equations E17 through
E19; and are functions of J , J,., and machine geometry.
a £
The armature torque, T , may also be expressed by
a
equation E21 and the resolution of equations E20 and E21
results in a quadratic expression for the angle between the
axis of phase a and the superconducting field (angle cf>) :
Q_ sin ? (k(^) + QD sin(k<j>) + Q_ = (E22)A J3 L-
where Q,. , Q , and Q^ are defined in equations E2 3 through E25;




Utilizing the constraint expression for zero torque on
the superconducting field winding given by equations C38,
C33 or E26:
cos(kc))) = J J cos(ka) (E26)
A fourth order equation for the compensator current density
is found in Appendix E to be
A C J
4
+ A.J 3 + A.J 2 + A„J + A, = (E27)5c 4c 3c 2cl
where A, through A are defined in equations E29 through E33.
The coefficients are also given in equation E34 for the
specialized machine with four poles (p=2).
Using the above expressions in light of the aforementioned
constraints, a FORTRAN program, THESIS I, was developed as a
design tool to facilitate the selection of a feasible machine.
"Feasible" is defined here to indicate a machine that meets
the size, shear stress, and current density constraints
discussed earlier. Other machine operating characteristics
such as per-unit synchronous reactance, terminal or phase
voltage, line current, and power factor are also considered.
Appendix F presents more detailed information for use of the
program. The program allows an incremental adjustment of
the angle a and determines the required compensator current
density to maintain zero torque or the superconducting field.
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As indicated in Appendix E it is also possible to approach
the problem by incrementing J and determining the angle a
required for zero torque (see equation E47).
Because the solution of equation E27 yields four roots,
some complex, some real, the valid real root may be found by
substituting back into equation E22 and then E26.
Eigures 7 and 8 indicate that angle a set at 90°
electrically allows the greatest possible range of machine
operation. Of course, by setting a to any value requires an
adjustment in the compensator current density in order to
maintain a net zero torque on the superconducting field. This
particular mode of operation permits the designer to use
fixed, rigid interfaces between the compensator and super-
conducting field winding and the supporting environment.
An attractive alternative to this technique is to permit
the angle a to seek its own natural value as power level
changes and J is held constant. This requires a flexibleJ
c
^
interface for cryogenics and electrical power cables but
eliminates the need for an external control loop. A third
possible, but less attractive method, is to fix the compen-
sator current J , and mechanically position the field or
compensator through a feedback control loop.
Equation E40
p = K-.J - K.J 2 (sin \p - cos ty cot a) (E40)^ 3 a 4 a r
K- and K defined by equations E36, E38, and E41, indicates
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the utility that angle a may offer in adjusting the machine
power level. It is noted that if a is used to adjust power
level, J must be varied to maintain the zero torque condition.





= K r + K J (sin \p - cos ijj cot a) (E42)i ~> 4 a
where K r is defined by equation E43. If A is defined as
A = sin \p - cos \p cot a, (3)




f - fe» < E44 >
4 4
Figure 10 depicts A as a function of the power factor
angle ty for various values of a. If the machine is over-
excited (quadrants I and IV of Figure 10) , A may have either
positive or negative values, depending upon the value of
angle a. If the machine is underexcited (quadrants II and III
of Figure 10), A may only assume negative values. Figure 11
depicts plots of equation E44 for a fixed power factor angle
with the machine underexcited. An examination of Figures 10
and 11 shows that the slope of equation E4 4 may have either
positive or negative values depending on the angle a for the

































































































only positive slopes for equation E44 if the machine is under-
excited. A classical "V-curve" for the synchronous motor can
only be obtained if a - 90°. From Figure 10 this yields the
same magnitude of A regardless of the machine excitation,
and a "V-curve" is obtained for each value of tip.
Otherwise, if a ^ 90°, from Figure 10, it is evident
that the magnitude of A is not the same for both a + \p and
a ~ ty ' Therefore the "V-curve" will not be symmetric about




Utilizing the program listed in Appendix E (THESIS I) a
feasible machine, whose physical and operating parameters are
listed in Table 3, was developed. This machine employs a
compensator physically positioned concentric with and outside
of the main superconducting field winding.
Figure 13 is a plot of some of the designs investigated
during the course of the development of this thesis. All
machines in Figure 13 have the compensator winding physically
located between the armature and the main field windings.
Adjacent to each data point is printed the per unit synchronous
reactance at the power level indicated. Each machine plotted
in both Figures 12 and 13 are designed at the upper limit of
armature current density (J - 2.5 x 10 G a/m 2 ). All machines
a
plotted in Figure 13 were designed at the upper limit of field
current (1.25 x 10 8 a/m 2 ). All machines were assumed to
operate from a 60hz bus and configured for two pole-pairs.
Figure 15 is a plot of magnetic shear stress as a
function of power for a number of machines with the compensator
outside of the main field winding.
Tables 1 and 2 are provided to augment the data plotted
in Figures 12, 13, and 14.
The machine presented herein is rated at 22,700 horse-
power before losses, and is intended to operate as part of
the main propulsion system for the aforementioned hydrofoil.
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AS A FUNCTION OF HORSEPOWER FOR MACHINES
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FIGURE 15.(7 AS A FUNCTION OF HORSEPOWER FOR MACHINES
WITH COMPENSATOR OUTSIDE OF HELD.

application could have been chosen for illustration with
correspondingly higher horsepower ratings.
Figure 16 shows J as a function of J for a fixed
c a
field current and a fixed value of the nhase angle between
the main superconducting field and the compensator field.
The plots indicate a relatively simple control problem, with-
out the need for mechanical components in the control loop.
As discussed earlier, another option available to control
the torque on the main field winding is physical angular
adjustment of the main field winding (angle a in Figure 1),
with a constant value of the compensator current density, J .
Figure 17 shows the effects of varying angle a and J on
a
machine power output. The small circles on the a = 10° and
20° plots indicate the operating point at which J exceeds
the constraint of 2.5 x 10 6 a/m 2 . In the other plots, a > 30°,
the constraint on J is not exceeded, but as shown. a similar
c *
constraint on J is reached prior to reaching the J constraint.
a c
Therefore, for the machine described in Table 3 the limiting
value for the current density in the compensator is not exceeded
for a 1 30°.
Figure 18 depicts the variation required in angle a for
constant values of J as J or power varies. It is again noted
c a
that the power level at any angle a and any armature current
density, J , is also a function of the compensator current
a
density, J . In the limiting case of a = 0° electrically,
the compensator would act as only as a power augmenting field
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superconducting field, an infinite amount of current would be
required in the compensator.
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V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
As indicated in Figures 13 and 14, a significant number
of machine designs were investigated using the analysis
developed and constraints specified herein. THESIS I, as
listed in Appendix F, was employed extensively as a design
tool.
No machine with the compensator located between the
superconducting field and armature was found to be satisfactory
either because of a firm constraint violation (high current
densities or low shear stresses) a because of unacceptably
low values of per-unit synchronous reactance. It is reco-
gnized that low values of per-unit synchronous reactance
present problems primarily during machine transients and
because of the extraordinary sequence of events that must
occur to induce a major casuality to the motor, low values
may not be meaningful either to the designer or operator.
Figure 13, augmented by Table L does indicate some machines
(such as machine A, D, E, or F) which are theoretically
plausable but have either low per-unit synchronous reactances
or poor power factors at designed power levels, or both. The
inability to obtain satisfactory machines at high power levels
{>, 20,000 hp) is attributed to the pronounced decrease in
field strength in the radial direction. Consequently, with
the compensator located between the superconducting field and
the armature, lower power must be expected than that produced
from a machine with the compensator located outside of the
51

field winding, for the same superconductor, compensator,
and armature winding areas.
In summary, the machine with the compensator located
inside of the superconducting field presents many design
problems because each machine investigated at rated power
either exceeds or approaches the design constraints.
On the other hand, a motor with the compensator located
between the superconducting field winding and the shield is
less demanding in terms of the design constraints. Figure 14
depicts rated horsepower as a function of compensator current
density for a number of designs investigated. The machine
parameters used as constraints are not approached, and as
indicated in Figures 14 and 15 and Table 2 acceptable values
of per-unit synchronous reactance and power factor are easily
realized. If Figures 15 and Dl are compared, the values of
a for those machines investigated are acceptable,
m ^ L
Table 3 presents data for a feasible machine to be
employed as a main propulsor for a hydrofoil. The compensator,
superconducting field, and armature current densities are all
well within the constraints outlined in Section III of this
paper. An optimun machine was not investigated, and possibly
a machine of smaller dimensions could be synthesized.
Of the three options discussed earlier to control the
torque on the superconductors, fixing the angle a at 90°
electrically is, from the author's point of view, the better
choice because such a mode of operation allows the widest
possible locus of operation as depicted in Figure 7.
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Rated Compensator Current Density, J
Rated Field Current Density, J f
Rated Armature Current Density, J
a
Rated Terminal Phase Voltage
Rated Terminal Line Voltage, V
Phase Angle Between Main and Compensator
Fields, a
Armature Winding Angle, 6
wa
wc
Field Winding Angle, G ,.
wi
Compensator Winding Angle, 6
Armature Space Factor, A
Armature Winding Inside Radius, R
^ ai
Armature Winding Outside Radius, R
Field Winding Inside Radius, R -
.
Field Winding Outside Radius, R_J fo
Compensator Winding Inside Radius, R .
ao
Compensator Winding Outside Radius, RCO
Shield Inside Radius, R
si








1.4 x 10 6
4. x 10 7
2.25 x 10 6




















Total Machine Length, SL 72"
Straight Section Length, I 35"
Synchronous Reactance (per unit), x. .1156
Armature Conductivity <j=6xl0 7mho/m
End Turn Length (R . + R ) 18."
^ ai ao
Effective Lengths For:
Self Inductance, Armature 53"
Self Inductance, Field ' 35"
Self Inductance, Compensator 35"
Mutual Inductance, Field- to-Armature 35"
Mutual Inductance, Compensator-to-Armature 35"
Conductor Loss 72"
Eddy-Current Loss 35"
Losses at Rated Conditions:
Conductions (compensator and shield) 200 hp
Eddy-currents 15 hp
Total, percent of rating .94%
Ratio of £ /D (see Table Dl) 1.8
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Figure 8 indicates that for any other fixed value of a, a more
limited locus is to be expected. Figuire 16 shows that as
angle a is reduced from 45° mechanically for a four pole
machine, a higher value of compensator current is required
at any particular value of J (or any particular power level
since V is assumed constant) . Such an arrangement also
eliminates the need for moving interfaces between the super-
conducting field winding or the compensating winding. This
means that rotating fluid cryogenic couplings and slip rings
are not necessary; and consequently should both improve
machine reliability and simplify the mechanical design.
The primary disadvantages of employing this technique
is a slower compensator response to machine load changes and
the added complexity of an external feedback loop required
to control J .
c
Figure 17, plots of motor horsepower as a function of
J for the machine described in Table 3, indicates an
a
increase in horsepower due to the improved armature-to-
compensator coupling as angle a is varied. As discussed
earlier, if angle a is permitted to go to 0°, the compensator
field aligns with the superconducting field and acts only as
a power element, no longer capable of compensating the super-
conducting field without infinite currents in the compensating
winding. Some compensation, of course, would be realized at
a = 0° because the compensator would absorb some torque, but




A viable alternative, as briefly addressed above, but
not as advantageous from the standpoint of hardware reliability
and mechanical design is to mount either the superconducting
field winding or the compensating winding on bearings
possibly a self-aligning ball or cylindrical bearing) and
allow the element to seek the proper value of angle a at some
fixed J as power level changes. Figure 18 predicts the
behavior of the element for various values of J as the power
level varies. The machine depicted is that described in
Table 3, and the terminal voltage is assumed constant. The
advantages of such a mode of operation are rapid response of
the compensator to changes in load, and the elimination of
the external feedback control system necessitated in the
system mentioned above.
Since either the superconducting field winding or the
compensating winding can be gimbled, the designer has an
additional choice of configurations; both of which require
moving interfaces with the environment. If the superconducting
field is fixed, the rotating cryogenic coupling is not
required and only power slip rings are necessary to provide
power to the compensator which, of course, would be gimbled.
Otherwise, if the compensator is fixed, the main super-
conducting field requires both cryogenic and electrical
interfaces. Because of the initial conclusion presented
herein, which placed the compensator outside of the super-
conducting field, a fixed compensator and a gimbled main
field would further complicate the machine's mechanical design.
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As may be seen above strong cases for either mode of
operation can be made; but because this machine is envisioned
to be employed in naval or possibly marine vehicles, the
author feels that machine reliability should play an
important role in the design decision. Therefore, a fixed
compensator and superconducting field with a variable




Additional areas that could be investigated using the
material developed in this thesis are:
1. Develop field equations in terms of a and a.
o 1
and apply results to develop steady state and
transient machine performance.
2. Construct, as an initial prototype, a small non-
cryogenic machine and examine machine behavior.
3. On a systems level, develop alternative power
trains based on system volume, weight, arrangements,
efficiency, and complexity for various naval
applications.
4. Synthesize a control system model for the motor
operating at a constant value of a, varying J
with power level.
5. Develop transient and steady-state behavior of
machine with variable shield permeability by





This Appendix addresses the derivation of the basic
field equations for the machine under consideration. The
technique employed is that discussed in references 2 and 3
which utilizes axially constant boundary conditions expressed
as ratios of radial and azimuthal fields. The use of these
ratios, referred to as surface coefficients, simplifies the
arithmetic involved and permits a wide range of boundary
conditions to be applied to the machine problem after the
solutions are formalized.
In the most general form, Ampere's circutial law may
be expressed as:
V x H = J + ~ (Al)
ot
The primary concern here is with the fields within the
machine air-gaps which are current-free, where Ampere's Law
may be expressed as follows:
V x H = |§ (A2)
a t
Assuming that the E fields do not vary with time,
Ampere's Law becomes:
V x H = (A3)
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The electromagnetic fields may be specified by a system
of equipotentials which are cut at right angles by lines of
magnetic force. This property of orthogonality between the
lines of force and the equipotential surfaces leads to some
relatively simple geometric conditions. Define:
i/; = magnetic flux function
$ = magnetic potential
The family of curves, $ = constant and \\) = constant,
are orthogonal and this constraint may be expressed in polar
coordinates as:
ii . 11 = - il_ M_ (Ad)
dr dr r8G rB6 K '
From the theory of functions of a complex variable ,
the functions $ and \p are analytically related via the
complex variable
x + jy (A5)
Converting A5 into polar coordinates




$ + jip = f[ r (cosO + jsinO)] (A6)
Differentiating A6 partially with respect to r and







Differentiating A7 with respect to r yields
8r 2
"'
r 9r90 r 2 89













The elimination of derivations of i/j using A9 and A10 shows
Hi + |^ + i!±_ = o (aid
8r 2 rar r 2 80 2




TT2V $ = (A12)
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From the principles of vector calculus it is known that
in a conservative magnetic field region in space where
V x H = 0, there exists a scalar potential such that
H = -V$ (A13!





-I? ; H 6 "
-F38 (A14 >
Notice that the machine is modeled in two dimensions
only and therefore H =0. Equations All or A12 may now be
solved with the appropriate boundary conditions and using
A14, the components of H may be found in cylindrical compon-
ents .
Using separation of variables (see reference 1, pages
434-435) equation All may be solved by first assuming a
solution of the form
<Mr,6) = R(r) 6 (0) (A15)
Differentiating A15 appropriately,
d$ 8 2 $|^ = OR'; |-4 = R"dr dr
(A16)
|f = r e , |g| = R e»
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Substituting A16 into All
R" + - R' o + — R 0" = (Al6a)
r 2
r
And, upon separating variables
|(r 2 R" + r R') = - |^ = k 2 (A17)
Where k 2 = separation constant
Because the left hand member of A17 is by hypothesis
independent of G and the right hand member is independent of
r, it follows that both sides must be independent of both
r and 6 and equal to a separation constant, k 2 . With some
insight as to the form of solution expected, designate k 2
as the constant.. Equation A17 implies the following set of
second order ordinary differential equations.
r
2 R" + rR' - k 2 R = (A18)
0" + k 2 =0 (A19)
The sign of k 2 is chosen at the stage of the analysis
so that periodic functions which are continuous will appear
in the solution of A18 rather than exponentials (sinh)
in the direction. Equation A18 is an equidimensional
linear second order equation and may be solved as follows:
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assume R = r , k > (A2 0)
Differentiating and substituting A20 into A18
A(A-l)r A + Ar X - k 2 r A =








assume R = r , k = (A2 3)
Differentiating A23 and substituting into A18





In R' = - (lnr ) '








Equation A19 is an ordinary second order linear equation
with constant coefficients, and yields the general solution:
= c cos k6 + d sin k6 , k > C (A25)
0=c +d0 ,k=0 (A26)
o o v '
Substituting A23 through A26 into A15 the general solution
of All is found to be
(r,6) = A + B In r + (C + D In r ) 6 +o o o o
E [ (Ak r
k





) sin k6] (A27)
k
The following constant equalities are applicable to A27
A = a c A. = a. c.
o o o k k k
B = b c B. = b, c.
o o o k k k
C = a d C, = a. d.
o o o k k k
D = b d D. = b, d.
o o o k k k
(A2 8)
In order that $ (r , ) be single valued set a = c = d =
For the same reason, the periodic part of A27 must possess
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a period of 2tt. This requirement leads to the permissible
values of the separation constant k.
k = np; n= 1, 2, 3, ; p = 1, 2, 3,....
It will be later shown in this analysis that n may assume
only odd positive non-zero integer values. p is also later
defined as pole pairs in our analysis. If it is required that











The solution of A29, subject to appropriate boundary
conditions, must meet the following additional requirements:
1. Be finite.
2. Be a solution of All.
3. Satisfy the circuital or curl condition imposed
by electromagnetic considerations.
4. As will be shown later, $ (r , G ) must be an odd
periodic function of 6 with a period of 2tf.
Considering only one particular harmonic solution of All,
A29 may be rewritten as
(r,6) = (Ar k + Br k )cos kB+ (Cr
k
+ Dr
~ k )sin k0 (A30)
realizing A, B, C, and D are functions of k
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Utilizing the technique developed in references 2 and
3, A30 may be written in complex form, and the general
expressions for the magnetic fields and inductances (see
Appendix B) may be developed. The machine will be character-
ized in terms of surface coefficients defined as functions
of machine boundary conditions. These surface coefficients
are then substituted into the general expressions for
magnetic fields and inductances to find the specific solution
desired. This approach allows the designer more flexibility
in the machine analysis than the more classic approach of
fixing the boundary conditions and then solving the magnetic
field problem.
Writing A30 in complex notation:
t-, r „ k -jk6 „ -k -jk0, ,,,!$ = Re [Ar J + Br J ] (A31
It may be shown that
A = A + jC
B = B + jD
Allowing <J> to vary both in space and time, A31 becomes:









It is now possible to examine the definitions of the surface
coefficients, s, and the reflection coefficients, a. A more
detailed derivation may be found in references 1 and 2.
Using A14 and A32
H = H i + H n i Q (A33)
r r u u
when
tt r. r/* k-1 _ -k-1.. j(wt-k0), .,,.,H = -Re [ (Ar -Br )ke J ] (A34)
t^^ r -it, k-1 _ -k-1,, j (Wt-k0 ) n /Tv-.r-NH
Q
= -Re[-j(Ar + Br )ke JV '] (A35)
A parameter referred to earlier as the surface coefficient
which is the ratio of the radial to azim u thai component of




The complex surface coefficient is defined as
* k-1 D -k-1H A r - Br
and the complex reflection coefficiant is defined as
1 + j s(R)
a s (A38)
1 - j s(R)
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and it may be shown that
, ,R.2k
1 - a(-)
s( r ) = j[ - ] (A39)
i j. ,R>2k1 + a (—
)
~~ r
A39 allows s_(r) to be transferred from one boundary to another
in the radial direction. The development of this expression
is addressed in more detail in reference 2.
Table Al below reflects the values of a and s_ for the
boundary conditions indicated.
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS s a
Nothing Inside +j
Nothing Outside -j <»
a - * oo +1
]j — -»- 00 CO — ]_
TABLE Al. SURFACE AND REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS
Referring to Figure 1, field equations for the machine
may now be developed assuming no magnetic material inside the
driving shaft and no material outside the shield. At this
point in the analysis no particular value of the shield
permeability will be specified but will carry as the variable
u . The air gap fields both inside and then outside of the
field winding will now be developed followed by a development
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of the fields within the field winding. The results are
then extended to the armature and compensator windings.
Based on the two dimensional schematic representation
of the machine in Figure 1 a harmonic expression for the field
current density may be developed. Figure Al depicts J f (6) vs.




Figure A-l Field Winding Angular Dependence of Current Density
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J (G) may be represented in a complete Fourier series
as developed below:
00
Jf (6) = J + Z (J cosM + K.sin^i) (A40)r o
n=1 j.n p in p










/P F(())dG = ° (A41 )
*- o o
2tt
J. = - / F(G)cos ^-^ d6 = £ f P F(0)cos npGdQ (A42)fn p p n J ^
— o £- o
where F(6) = J
f (6)
6wf tt Gwf 2tt
pj 2 P 2 p
J^ = [ /cos n p6d6 - /cos n p6d6+ / cos n pGd6]fn tt c tr ' if j
°
tt 9wf 2tt 6wf









. . . . npGwf
.




in nir z z z
-. sin (2niT-22|^)] (A44)
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We can show that
K • = - / F(0)sin -— d0 =fn E £
(A46)
If we allow J,, to be a function of both time and space, A40
becomes after substituting A41, A44 and A46
J
f





where J f are described by equation A45.
The harmonic components of J f (G,t) may be written in a
complex form as





Where J £ = J £ + jO, n odd, J_ defined in A45.fn fn J fn
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The effective field current density may be related to
the terminal current as
Ntf J f 2Ntf J f
f A,
G




Y - R fo
2N
tf T f






tf T f np9
n7T0 ,,(l-y 2 )R- :
wf J fo
sin wf n odd
(A50)
n even
Referring to Figure 1 and references 1 and 2, the field
components, H f and H fl , in each region of concern
(R . < r < R_.; R_. < r < R. ; R_ < r < r .) may now be
ai fi fi fo fo si J
derived. The field equations will be treated as complex
expressions, and the detailed derivation of these expressions
may be founded in reference 2.
Again referring to Figure 1 and reference 2, the field
component in the radial direction inside the field winding is
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k-1 „ _ 2k -k-1
f 1 ai







a £ R . (R,. -Rr . )fo si v fo fi
2 - k
(A51)
The separation constant initially introduced in equation
A17 is now defined as
np (A52)
It is assumed at this point in the analysis that the
permeability of the shaft material approaches that of free
space, therefore a. now equals 0. This is done as a matter
of problem simplification realizing that a. could be carried













2k (R^ 2 k-RF -
2 k





H = Re[H 3(wt-ke }] (A54)
therefore
H 4r . = Rerfi













)fo si o fl
2 - k
e j( wt-k6) ] (A55)










fo fi fo si fo fl
fi =
2 + k 2 - k
(A56)
and A55 becomes








Substituting J,. = J r + jO into A57 and reducing to the real
^n fn J
part only H f . becomes
J. k-1
rfi ~y- (~ -^) fisin(cot-ke)
















, h >nlH„^. = ( =y-) fisin—^— sm(wt-kO)rfl
n7T6 ^(l-y 2 )R^ 2 a. R . 2k 2
wf J fo fo SI
(A59)
A59 is an expression for only one harmonic component of H f .,
and the total field must be represented as
4N I k-1
Hrf . = - Z
" (- W )
n=l nTT0 _(l-y^)R_ a,. R .




Relieving A60 of the requirement for time variation it
becomes (oj = 2Trf = 0)
4N I k-1
pj _ y, (— )
rfl
n=l nTTG .(l-y 2 )R, 2 a, R . 2k
wf •* fo fo SI
n odd
k6 f
fisin -^ sin k (A61)
Before proceeding with the field analysis an examination
of a is in order. This derivation is patterned after that of
o
reference 3 and utilizes Figure A-3.







F igure A- 3 Schematic of Machine Shield Showing Parameters
used to derive a n .

+
,H. n (R ) = H-q (R )f so f v so
H. (R ) a -£ Hr (R
+




and R represent incremental positions adjacentSO SO rr j
to R .It may therefore show that
so
f r so — H,- (R )
S (R ") = = = ^s -IE so
— SO











To transfer s(R) across a radial increment use the
(2)
equation A63 below






Substituting A58 into A63 and simplifying yields













At the inner surface (r = R . ) of the shield, the
si
boundary conditions require
s(R .")=-! S (R . + )
- SI p — Si
o
(A65)
Equation A64 is used to transfer the known boundary
condition at r = R (equation A62) across to R . . Using




R . 01 y R • 01
l-(^i) 2k + -2 [1-M^) 2k ]
so s so
R • 01 y R . ».
1+(^i) 2k + ^ [i- (^) 2k ]
so s so
(A66)
Because s(R . ) = s £ (R . ) , using equation A38 it can be
— si fo si ^ ^
shown that




- 3 s fo
(Rsi^
(A67)






















. «, u R • 01








. A, P R • m




R • oi y R • 01
1+(
R > \ [1+< RS1) !
so S SO j
J
(A68)
Note that a f is real, and in future analysis the com-
plex notation will be dropped. Also note that for all
windings a is equivalent and the first subscript may be
dropped.
In summary, the magnetic field density for the three
particular regimes of interest may be written as:
r < R f . ; k
















D 2+k D 2+k p 2k
o






a defined by equation A68.
r < R
i ;






if (l-y'JQ .R, ^ a R .
•* wf fo O SI
_ ( )
(o.) S i n 2 sin - (A69)
2 „. r> < Wt















. Vi R •
1 - (jpV + -p [1 + (jpV]
so s so
R~ j] R~
i + (r^-)^ —[i + (jr1)*]
so ^s so
R . y R .
1 - (^) 4 + -^ [1 + (^) 4 1
so s so
R . y R .
1 + (^-) k + rp [1 + (|pV]
so s so
(A71
allowing y to approach °° reduces A68 to
a = -1
o








—H± 1 (£ _) o, s in k
6 ^mr(l-y 2 )R. 2 R .

















r < Rfi ; us
-» °»; k = 2, a = 1, p = 2
a = -1
o
H ... = — (—— ) fi sin G e sin 20 (A74)
c tx (1-y ) R£ R .wf J fo si
fi =
fo
*=i_ + r . - ln(-^) (A75)
4 si R...
f l
Again, using results from reference 2 the azimuthal
component of magnetic field density may be found as












— a R . -a, . R . 2+k
o si fi ai
R .
2k (R^ 2 k-R 2 k )
_ a ^2, f2 £± ] (A76)
2 - k
again a f .=0, and taking real part of A76 yields:
k-1
J fn (- ^-) fi cos(cot-k9) (A77)
H0fi " ~T~ a R .
K
o si
Using A45 and realizing co = it can be shown that
2J f k_1 k9wf
H G ^. = —-(- ott) fi cos k 6 sin —
^
(A78)





ft defined by equation A56 and a by A6;




a defined by equation A71 and ft by A70
2J
H Q .. = —- (— ) ficos 2 G sin 6 c (A79)Uri 7T _ 4 wr
a R .
o si
r < R,. ; u ->-<»; k not constrained
f 1 s
a = -1; ft defined by equation A56
2J, k-1 k6 f
ha^ = " E ^ (~ ) ficos k ° sin -T^ (A80)Gfi , nTT ^
n=l R . 2k
si
n odd
r < R,-. ; y + °°; k = 2, n = 1, p = 2fi s
a,. = -1; ft defined by equation A70fo
-2J f





The fields generated by currents in the field winding





fn r^-c R ^V*" 1 » 2+k-R 2+k
H










Assuming nothing inside the driving shaft and af .=0,
taking the real part of A54 and considering all harmonics
yields
- J. rk^-a R 2kr-k
- X R, 2+k-R 2+k
tt _ . r f r O SI , . fO fl
xII - + Z — [ _-_ ] ( —- )




sm k 6 sin wf
a defined by equation A68.
R,. < r < R .; k=2, n=l, p=2; )i not constrainedfo si ^ s
2J^ r-a R . "r 3 R^ l| -R-. *
TT t / O SI > , tO tl . . „ • O AH ,. = ( ) ( ) sin 6 ~ sin 2 9rfo niT it . wf
a R . 4
° S1 (A84)




R^ < r < R . ; k not constrained; u -*fo si H s












sin k 6sin -^- (A85)
a = -1
o
R.p <r<R.;k=2, n=l,p=2;y ^°°fo si ' * s
2J r + R . ^r 3 R "- R . **








The azimuthal component of the field outside the field
winding is now found from reference 2:
J^ k-1 _ 2k -k-1 _ 2+k _ 2+kfn r +a R . r R.. -R^.
H Gfo ~ 2 l D 2k D 2k
; L 2+k
a R . -a, . R .















= 0, taking the real part of A54, and considering
all harmonics yields:
- 2J, r^+c, r ^V*" 1 R, 2+k-R 2+k
hb , = z —£ ( 2" )(_i2 £i )8fo
n-l n,r a R . 2k 2 + k
J^3 O SIn odd
ke
sin .cos k 6 (A88)
a defined by equation A6:
R,. < r < R .; k=2, n=l, p=2", p not constrained
2J. r + a R . ^r 3 R. **- R. . 4




a defined by equation A71
R^ < r < R . ; k not constrained, y -» °°fo si s
a = -1
o
- 2Jf r^-R .VW R f 2+k-R 2+k






















2J r - R . "r 3 R^ k - R . . 4
__E( Si
)
(_E2 £i_) cos 2 8 sin e .
nTr „ it wfR .
si
(A91)
The field expressions within the field winding are now
developed. (R . < r < R ), From reference 2:
J. k-1 _ 2k -k-1 k+2 _ 2+kfn r -a R . r r -R,-. ^,
u - -; 1 o si . , fi 2k
Srf " D "~2~ (~7—2k _ 2k > [ TTT a fiRai
a R . -a r . R .
o si fi ai
,
2-k D 2-k.(r ~Rfi }
2-k
k-1 „ 2k -k-1
J,, r -a^.R . -rfn fi ai
+ J
-T- (2 v D 2k _ 2ka R . -a r .R .
o si fi ai
n 2+k 2+kR,. -rfo
2 + k




a f . =0, taking real part of A54 and considering all
harmonics yields
2J.
H ~ = Z —
rf , n
n=l
k-1 _ 2k -k-1 2+k _ 2+k


















R^ 2+k 2+k a R .""(R. " "-R^ . " JV )
. . fo -r o si fo f i -I
2 + k 2-k
sin—~— sin k 6 (A93)

a defined by equation A68
R_. < r < k,. ; R=2, n=l, p=2; y not constrainedfi fo
2J, r-a R . 4 r 3 r^HR *± I( ^_JLi )( fi_ ) + ( r ,rf n 'T
a R
o si 4 a R .o si
R^ "-r 4
. fo Rf




a defined by equation A71







[ k-l,„ 2k -k-1 2+k „ 2+k
r +R . r r ~ Rf














2 + k 2 - k
k6 ,
wf . ,
sin —~— sin k (A95)
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R,. < r < R • k=2, n=l, p=2; U +fcfi fo
U
rf nfi








-£L-> + (-£-) (_12
4 R . " 4Si
+ R . "In -^) ] sin 9 , sin 2
si r wf (A96
Again, from reference 2:
J, rk_1+a^.R . 2kr~k
"1 2+k n 2+kfn f l si r -R-p-
H Qjr = -^-( — snr— ) ( iif 2 v n 2k „ 2k
— a R . -a r . R .o si fi ai 2 + k

















. „ 2k „ „ 2k }
2 - k a R . -a_. R
o si fi ai




_ 2k fo ' ,
[ a R . ]
o si (A97)
2 + k 2-k
: f .
= 0, taking real part of A54, and considering all
harmonics yields
2J













) + (£ )









fo si fo ,[- - - aQ
—
2 + k 2-k
k6
wf
sin - cos k 6 (A98
90

a defined by equation A68.
R.p . < r < R,. ; R=2, n=l, p=2; y not constrainedLfj fo
2J, r k - R,. 4 , R_ "-r"
H„ c [ (—
£
) ( ^-) + (-^ ) (JE°Gf IT
a R . H 4
o si a R .o si
R-
a R ."in -^-) sin 6 . cos 2
o si r wf (A99)
a defined by equation A71.






k-1 r 2+k-Rf .
2 "'Lk 2-k
















2 + k 2 - k
k6
wf
sin —^— cos k 6 (A100)
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R... < r < R, ; k=2, n=l, p=2; y -» «fi fo ' ' ^ s
2J f • r'-R,." R '-r* R.
6f * R .V 4 R .* 4 si r
si si
sin 6 _ sin 2 8 (A101)
Referring to Figure 1, the field equations as developed
above are valid for the fields generated by the current in the
compensator if we replace with 8-a. a is defined as the
angle between the direct axis field component of the field
winding and the direct axis field component of the compensator
winding. We may also find the field expressions for the




Substitute term in column B for column C to find fields due





































Phase B of Armature 6+<J)+ -y-
Phase C of Armature 6 + <J>+ -— q





The flux-current relationships for the machine may be


























M_ L3c c Mcf










In the above expression, for clarification a, b, and c
(armature phase subscripts) have been replaced with 1, 2, and
3 respectfully.




f H = X 2 = J 3 = X c = °
Referring to Figure Bl the flux linkage may be interpreted
as that flux, $ passing through the coil. More exactly
A = N, (Bl)
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Figure B-l Single Turn Coil Flux Linkage
9 5

where for a single turn coil N =1 and
= / B • n da (B2)
s
equation Bl becomes
X =N / B • n da (B3)
s
By referring to Figure B-2 this concept may be extended
to determine the flux linked by a thick winding composed of
many turns. The differential number of turns in the






d 2 N = — dA (B5)
z
e (r 2 -r . 2 )
w wo wi
where dA = rdrdip
The flux linked by this element is given by
d 2 A = $d 2 N,_ (B6)
t
2N, $
d 2 A = ^ dA (B7)
6 (R 2 -R . 2 )
w wo Wl
where $ is expressed in equation B2 . If we are determining
the self-inductance of the winding, $ is generated by currents




















generated by some other current within the machine. Within
the air-gap we assume the fields are conservative and may
express B as:
B = y H
o (B8)
and, B7 becomes
d 2 A = [/ y H • n da] d 2 N^ = [/ y H • n da]so t s o
2N dA
) (R 2 -R . 2 )W SO Wl
(B7)
Treating the field winding self inductance, equation B7
may be written as
wf R
p 2
to y; 2N Tdrdi/;
L, = ~ f f [ f y H , (r,9)rd9dz]—
—
f e - °
rf
e ^( R^ 2 -r 2 )Wf
-j .77 wf V fO f 1
2 fi r p
(B7)




" 16sin 2 (-^)Ntf 2 £ f y o
f





0/ 2-k x ,, 2+k. 2 , fo,2k2( 2+k )(1_y } (R— }
si





when a is given by equation A68.
Let y -* °°, k not constrained
o
k6





o k , 2 2+k
J
f ~ A 3_o 2 ,,.2 ,w, ..2,2 I2( k+2 J (1"y }n=l n'pTTG ' (k -4) (l-yM
n odd wr
R




This result agrees with the tabulated value for L f in
reference 6, and can be obtained directly from equation 60 of
reference 2.
k=2, n=l, p=2, y not constrained
8 sin 2 (6 ,)N 2 £,,y
wf tf f o




















k=2, n=l, p=2, u *<*> a = -1
s o
L




—cr— (5— ) + y ln y + -r1-^f
_n 2 ,-, 2N 2
L V
R__.' ' * -" * ' 4
TT0 '(l-y')' siWl
(B12)
Using the same technique discussed above, we may find
all machine self and mutual inductances, allowing for the
angles between ranous windings when developing the expressions
for mutual inductances. The results of this analysis are





See Appendix B for expressions for L^.
k = np not constrained, y not constrained
s
k^
16sin 2 (—^-)N^ 2 £ ]J
I = Z
2 ta a o
a 2 /i, 2 2 \ 2n=l a n J p 6 z (k z -4) (l-x z )j j o wan odd
2(^|)d-x2+k ) 2
(^£) 2k + a [(k-2)+4x2+k-x 14 (2+k)]K OSI
(B13)
a given by equation A6i
k = np not constrained, y -*- °°
k6
;
16 sin 2 (-^)N
ta
2Vo
( k+22 \ 2n=l n d pTT0 ' (k^-4) (l-x z )j j wa
n odd
(1 _ x
2+k )2( __ao )2
ai





k=2, n=l, p=2, y
a = -1
isin 2 (G )N. 2 £ y
L = wa ta a o r (1-x ) , ao. 4 . », , -x
tt6 Ml~x z )wa
2 \ 2






k=2, n=l, p=2, M^ not constrained
8sin 2 (6 )n 2 Z y
wa ta a o
a tt6
2 (1-x 2 ) 2
o wa
_





a given by equation A71
k = np not constrained, y not constrained
k6
16sin 2 (-J^)N 2 £ y
_
„ 2 tc co
2 \ 2n=l a n^TTpG (k^-4) (1-z^)
,
-, o r wc
n odd
2(§^|) (l-z 2+k ) 2
(p^) 2k + a [(k-2)+4zK . OSI
2+k
- z" (2+k)] (B17)
a given by equation A68









l 6sin 2 (_J^.) N 2 £ y
,k-2 t „ 2+k.tc c_o__ [2(^.)(1 _ z— )2
n=l n d 7TP 6 (k^-4) (1-zMj j wc
n odd







k=2, n=l, p~2, y not constrained
8sin 2 (0 ) N^ 2 £ y
wc tc CO
a 7T0
2 (1-z 2 ) 2O WC
_
(1-Z H ) - , CO
s 4
6 ' R .SI
[z "in z + t 1;
2 ')
+ d; 2 ") (^)Mo R .SI (B19
a given by equation A71.
k=2, n=l, p=2, y
g
+ °°
8sm 2 (6 N^ 2 £ y M ^. 2 R , •»
T WC tC C O r (l-Z H z . CO, i, 4, jl-Z iL = [ = (-— ) + z In z +— ]C
710




k=np not constrained, y not constrained
k0 o ^16sm'K— N. £ Vi cos (-T-)
2 ta a o 3
ab 2n,2n=l a n d p0 z (k'-4) (l-x z )
n , o wa
n odd
2 \ 2





+ a [(k _ 2 )+4x2+k-x lt (2+k) ]R . o
si
(B21)




k=np not constrained, y * °°
ab
k9
t /-„ 2 / wa, .. 2 n , 2n7r.16sm (-= N '£ u cos
-r . _ _,.2 ta a o 3 rn/ k-2> , , 2+k,
2
[2(r—^ 1-x3„^q 2/i,2_/iwn „2\2 k+2n=l n J pTT6 * (k^-4) (1-x')
„ j j wa
n odd
R





k=2, n=l, p=2, y not constrained
J
ab
8sin 2 (6 )N t 2 £ y cos {—)wa ta a o 3
a tt6
2 (1-x 2 ) 2
o wa
/ 1 ** \ 2 R





<*-, (1-x 1*) , (1-x 4 ) 2 , Rao^





V R . JSI
(B23)
a given by equation A71.





8sin 2 (6 )N. 2 £ M cos (S
wa ta a o 3
tt9
2 (l-x 2 ) 2
wa
R.(1-x 4 ) 2 , ao.
R .
si




k=np not constrained, \i not constrained
s
kO _
16 I u N 2 » sin 2 (-^)(l-cos^l)
T _t _ a o ta y 2 3_ _
a ~ ab







= 2(^|)(l-x2+k ) 2 (^) 2 +ao [(k-2)+4x 2+k -x't (2-fk)]1 si
(B26)
a defined by eauation A68.
o J
k=np not constrained, y -> °°c s
16* y N * co sin 2 (-^) (l-cos^K-)
L - L u =
a ° ta
- E ? 1- C
a ab
ttO
2 (l-x 2 ) 2 n=l n 3 snp
n odd
(B27)
c = 2(^1) (l-x2+k ) 2 ( 15
a
^) 2 + (k-2)+4x2+k-xN2+k)







k=l, p=2, n=l, y not constrained
2
8 I y N
L -L . = ——— sin 2 (0 ) (l-cos4f-) C _ (B29)
a ab
a TT6
2 (l-x 2 ) 2
wa 3 s2
o wa
/ 1 h \ 2 R / 1 •* \ / t ^ \ 2 R
c = _ill2iJ_ /JO)- + a r x «i n x + 1±I2L± + ^~ x > (J£) -
i
C
s2 8 ( R ; + Q L l R J j
si si
a given by equation A71.
















)2 (^) 4 + x^ln x + ^1 (B32)
si
k=np not constrained, y not constrained
















wf (1-^)( 1 -x2 ' *«> ^
(B34)
npf §i (B35)
k(4 - k 2 )
a given by equation A68.
k=np not constrained, \s -> °°
M - = Z M - cos k <J>, a = -1 (B33)ar n nr on=l
n odd
1±1 k0 kO _ R. ,00/ , 2+k N , „ , T . , wa, . . wfv , fOvk _32 (1-y ) lmy N N sin (~j- ) sin (-g—) (— ) C








+ (fe|)d-x 2+k)(^) 2k ]
c =
§i (B37)
npf k(4 - k 2 )
k=2, n=l, p=2, i-i not constrained
s
-321my N^_ N,., sin (9 )sin(9 _) R_
.. o ta tf wa wf / fo» 2 n „«t\r.M2f
=
I I
( R~~ } ( Y )C 2fZT
a tt9 G ^(1-y 2 ) (1-x 2 ) ao
o wa wf (B38)
C2f





a given by equation A71
k=2, n=l, p=2, y - °°
321my N N . sin(0 )sin(0 _) R_
M = o_ta_tf wa wf_ ( fo )2(lV) c
,e
wa wf (l-y
2 )(l-x 2 ) Rao 2f




-f 1* x +
^—-^ <^)* (B41)
si
k=np not constrained, y not constrained





-321mN N. y sin (-^) sin (-~^) R ^ ,
M =
ta tC ° 2
-
2
- (^) k C (B43)
nc
a Tm 2 6 6 (l-x 2 )(l-z 2 ) Rao npc
o wa wc
R





- x )(F~ ) ]
C = ^ (B44)
nPc W/l _ v2k(4 - k z )
a given by equation A68







321my N n . sin (-^) sin (-^~) R. ,
M = ° ta tf 2 2 (
co,k
nc Tm 2 6 G (l-x 2 )(l-z 2 ) Rao npcwa wc
n 2-k , /2-kv ,, 2+k. , ao*2k,[1-x + (j+fcXl-x )(— ) ]
C = El (B46)
^ k (4 - k )
k=2, n=l, p=2, y not constrained
-321my M,. N sin (6 )sih-(9 ) R
M 9 =
° ta tC ™- ^- (^) 2 C„ (B47Zc
a tt6 6 (1-x 2 ) (1-z 2 ) ao
o wa wc
SI
1 , (1-x 4 ) , aoa
a given by equation A71




321m}J N^ N. sin(0 )sin(9 ) R^
M = °
ta tC
— ~ (^) 2 C (B49)2c










k=np not constrained, y not constrained






-32 (1-y ) ImN N y sin (-^—) sm (-g—) R




~y } (1 " Z } fo
(B52)





" z )(R— > ]
C _ = £1 (B53)
npfc k(4 - k) 2
a given by equation A68.
k=np not constrained, y + °°





) lmntcNtf PQ sin
(-j*) sin (-^) R,
nfc













k=2, n=l, p=2, u not constrained
-321my (l-y^)lmN. N^sinO sin6 R
M _ O tC tf WC WI , CO , 2 r
2fc
a tt9 O ^(1-y 2 ) (1-z 2 ) Rfo 2fc
o wc wf
(B57)
C , = 4 In z - a vx ^ ; (^-)'t (B58)1 , (1-z*) , CO
'2fc 8 o 32 V R .
si
a given by equation A71.




321my 1NL N^^-sinG sinB ^ R^
.. O tC tf WC Wf , fO.2/! „<t\ nM2fc
= (R~ } (1 "Y ) C2fc
ao
(B59)
^ It (1-Z ) . CO, i) caarwC2fc
=




We may determine all additional machine self and mutual
inductances by making the substitutions listed below in
Table B-2.
To Obtain Use Formula Equation Nos. Replace With
For
Mubf M _af B33 through
B41
M ,
cf M ,af B33 throughB41








9 9 - —
4> + -7-
3
9 + a 9 +a- -=-
2tt
9 + a 9 +a+ -~-




MACHINE INTERNAL TORQUE EXPRESSIONS
Using the basic concepts developed in reference 7 and
other sources, expressions for machine internal torque are
developed. Specifically, expressions for torque on the
armature and for null torque on the field with a compensating
winding either within or outside of the field are presented.
In general, the Lorentz force is representative of the
total magnetic force on a charge of moving with a velocity
V and may be expressed as:
F = qV x B (CI)
The force density, F, in newtons per cubic meter can be
obtained from CI as:
Y. F —
i q.V. x B.
F = lim ^r = lim £ ? (C2)
o v o v
6 v->0 6 v-*0 i
F. a., and V. refer to all particles in 6 v and B. is the flux
density experienced by q . . Assuming all particles in 6
v
experience the same flux density B, the definition of free
current density and equation C2 yields:
F = J
f
x B ( c3 )
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Equation C3 may be used to express the average of forces
on the charges flowing in the winding. This is equivalent to
the force on the winding if there is some mechanism by which
each charge transmits the Lorentz force to the material.
Assuming that the charges in the winding conductors behave as
particles moving through a viscous material, the force acting
on each charge is transmitted to the medium by the viscous
retarding force, and equation C3 represents the force density
experienced by the medium (7).
It is also assumed that the windings have a constant
permeability approximating that of free space and that
B = y H is valid within the winding volume. (C4)
o
Substituting for B, equation C3 becomes
f = y^(J^ x H)
o f
(C5)
Expressions for radial and azimuthal components of H are
developed for various boundary conditions at the shield inner
radius in Appendix A.
Equation C5 may be expressed in a matrix form as:





F = y J(H 1 Q - H fl 1 )o r 9 Or (C7)
Field Winding Null Torque Expression :
Referring to Figure C~l, the torque on the field winding
may be expressed as
T = / (r x F) dV = / (r x F) rdrdOdz (C8)
T
= / / (r x F) rdrd
f 6 r
(C9)
r x F =
1 1 Gr 6
r
F F,
rF n 1 (CIO)
Using CIO, equation C9 becomes
f
fo



































Consider the machine configured as in Figure 1 with the
compensator located between the armature and the field. Using
equation AG3, II may be expressed as
H
r






2k r"^ 1 3J R 2+k~R . 2+k
tt _ y £_ / o si . r a , ao ~ ai
r


















sin(-~£) sink (0a)] (C14)
Define
jo R ~R . kO
p a , ao ai > • , wa% , ,„ , .








-R . 2+k ) k8




) sin(-~£) sin k (9 - a) (C15)
Whereas, equation C12 becomes
, T R. k-1 „ 2k -k-1
— °° 4pu J,, fo r -a R . r|_ = e — / / ( 2l_£i ) Tr 2 drd6
*f n=l
n7F
6 Rf . a R .2k
n odd ri (C16)
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Integrating C16 and dropping the vector notation, C16
becomes
, _ _ 2+k „ 2+k00 4py J_ R,. -R c .'of , fo f 1
1 I _ .
, mi L 2 + k
n=l
n odd
_. 2k ,_ 2-k ^ 2-k,
a R . (R_ -R_ . )
o si fo fi '
2-k





_, 2+k _ 2+k ,_ 2-k „ 2-k,
„R^ -R... 01 (Rj. -R_. 4y j_
r
fo f 1 _ 2k fo fi , o f
[ ^——= — - a R . ^ = ] ^y-
2 + k osi 2-k ^2k
n-rra R .
o SI












[ e cos k(0 + (J))+C sin k (6-a) ] d0 (C19)
where
3J R 2+k-R . 2+k k0







, CO CI \ / WCvh = J c ( 2~^ ~ } sln (-2— } (C21)




C, [sin k (—2
—
i-<f>)-sin k(cf>—^— ) ]
° J- U 4T






-= Z — [^sin(-^)cos kcj) - r sin (-^-J cos ka](C23)
I n=l K 1 Z 2 2
n odd
In equation C2 3 the current in the armature winding is
specified to vary as cos oo t. Equation C23 may be expressed
as
T

















TT ^ 2 Sln(-2~ )
The condition for null torque on the field winding becomes
oo
£ a cos kcj) - a cos ka = (C26)
n=l
n odd
Which leads to a set of null torque requirements encompasing
all odd harmonics.
Considering only the first harmonic, equation C26 yields
as the condition for null field torque.
a cos kcf> = a cos k a (C27)
or cos k 6 = J A, cos k a (C20)Y c 1
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where, _ , k6
_. 2+k _ 2+k . . wc
xR -R . sin —s—
)
1 3J * 2+k
r) 2+k
; kO tL ^ y '
a R -R . .
, wa,
ao ai sin(—r—
For a four pole machine , considering the first harmonic
only, equations C28 and C29 may be expressed as:
cos 2 $ = J A n cos 2a (C30)
c 1
„ R 4 -R . " sin6
A
2
, co ci > wc
1 3J * «* _ J sine
a R -R . wa
ao ai
Consider the machine configured as in Figure 1 with the
compensator located between the main field winding and the
shield. Using equation A83, H may be expressed as:
H = | cos k(6 + <J>) H + H . (C31)
r 2 rao rci
k-1
„ „
2k -k-1 _ 2+k „ 2+k00
„ 3J r -a R . r R -R .





/2k » < JTk >
jj o SIn odd
k6 k-1 k6




where Q is expressed in equation A3, modified by Table A3.
Substituting C32 into Cll and integrating yields:







sin( -) (R 2+k_ 2+k) (2 _k)( 2+k_ 2+k)
2 ™ v 2 ' ViVfo "fi ' r v " *' v "co ci
2 3J
a






-a 2+k R . (R k~R 2 k )O SI CO Cl ', /T-.y.X
2k 2=k 2^k~ ] (C34)
-a (2+k)R /K (R_ Z -R.. )O SI fo fl '







2 sin G (R_ *- R*) R -R . - 4a R . 4 ln
a
_
wc fo f 1 r CO Cl O SI
2 3J sin (R *- R . ") R^ "-R*- 4a R . 4 ln
a wa ao ai fo fi o si
R








Note that for most windings where z and y are greater than
.9, A reduces for the four pole first harmonic case to
approximately the same value as A,, if we consider a laminated
iron shell.
Armature Torque Expression
The expression for II in the region R . < r < R^q i:
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H = H .. + H . (C36)
r rfi rci * ;
Using equations A61 and A61, as modified by Table A3,
equation C36 may be expressed as
2 r
k_1 k0
H = I —
-




n=l n a R rK t h Z
-, , o si
n odd
k0




where a , ft , and ft are expressed by equations A6 8, A56, and
A56 modified by Table A3 respectfully.
Using equation Cll and integrating through the armature
winding, the armature torque per unit length is
T 24|_i J , R 2+k-R . 2+k k6






a n it a R .O SI
kO f k6[J^ft.sin-^-sin k 6 + J ft sin—
-^ sin k(<\>-a)] (C38)f r 2 c c 2
When k=2, n=l, p=2; equation 38 becomes
T 6y J sine
_£ = —2_2 "i ( R -_ R .
-) [jo sin9 r sin 2 cj)£ _ «, ao ai f f wf
a • itcx R •
O SI




When fi f and Q, are expressed by equations A56 and A56 modified




MACHINE SIZING AND LOSSES
As discussed in preceeding sections, this thesis
addresses machines which may find applications in SWATH,
hydrofoil, and SES vehicles. Current designs indicate
machine dimensions and power requirements as indicated in
Table D-l. Note the relatively large l/D required for
hydrofoil applications.
Using the shaft horsepower requirements for various
applications as listed in Table D-l, an estimate of minimum
shaft radius may be made. This is equivalent to estimating
the machine armature inner radius, R ..
ai










where M = —
—
, I = —~ , assuming a solid machine shaft.




Substituting D2 and D3 into Dl and solving for R .
,
ai
R = ^(60^1/3 (D3)
6z
Where N = machine RPM. Table D-2 is a summary of machine
minimum R for a x Q of 30,000 psi.ai 6z
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NAVAL NUMBER OF APPROX. APPROX.





ALLOWED ALLOWED & POWER RATING








54 100 1.85 20,000
SES
(see Fig. 3)
72 90 1.25 30,000











20,000 1800 2.5 HYDROFOIL
30,000 900 3.6 SES
40,000 180 6.7 SWATH




The machine RPM is a function of the drive train
characteristics between the motor and the propeller and
propeller characteristics in general. Machine RPM may be
adjusted by varying either the number of machine poles or
frequency of armature current. The shaft radius actually
employed is increased to account for some margin of safety.
An examination of Figure 11, reference 7 (approximately
reproduced herein as Figure D-l) , indicates the approximate
domain of magnetic shear stress to be expected for machines
of various power ratings. As a design guide the machine in
this presentation should fall within the cross-hatched area
indicated in Figure D-l.
The magnetic shear stress may be expressed as
(PWR)P
,r,AXa = (D4)
(2ttR ) 2 £f
Figure D-l and equation D4 together may be used to select a
"reasonable" value of o for any particular design. Equation
D3, D4 and machine power as expressed by equation 12 are
used to formulate the machine physical size exclusive of the
shield.
Assuming an iron shield is employed, its thickness may
be found by integrating the magnetic field density across the
pole face of each winding at R . , summing the resulting values,
and determining the thickness from an assumed maximum magnetic
flux density in the shield. As a design constraint, a value
of 1.5 Teslas is assumed to be the maximum value.
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Referring to Figure D2 and assuming that all flux from
each winding generated in the radial direction enters the
shield material, the total radial flux and iron shield flux
is found from
* = / B *dA = u / H «dA (D5)S A ° ° A °
where
H = (H +11 +H )1 + (H 04= +H Q +H Q )1 Q (D6)o rfo rco rao r 6fo 6co 0ao G v '
dA = rdBdz 1
r
3
H = =r (H 1 + H Q 1 Q ) ; H = =r II (D7)ao 2 rao r 6ao rao 2 rao v
The limits of integration in the direction will vary
according to each element's included winding angle. Equation
D5 may be written as
> = R . JLy / (H , +H +H )d6 (D8)
s si to „ rfo rco rao
Treating only the k=2, n=l, p=2 machine, the field strengths
may be found from equation A86 v/ith the appropriate substitution
Once $ is determined, constrained as mentioned above,
s
the shield minimum thickness may be found as
<Rso -
R




A* = *, (R so -Rsi )
Figure D-2 Winding and Shield Configuration for Shield Thickness
Deter mina t ion
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B is chosen from Figure 15a, reference 9. to be 1.5
max
Tesla. The philosophy of shield design is based on the need
to protect personnel in an operating space or prevent undue
electromagnetic radiation from the vessel.
Machine Losses
Machine losses may be attributed to two primary sources.
Sources such as bearing friction, windage, etc., are not
addressed.
a) Conductor losses due to current flow, J and J :
a c
3p£
p = ~ [J 2 R 2 (l-x 2 )+J 2 R 2 (l-z 2 )] (D10)
^c <ja a ao c co
In equation D10, the space winding factor, A, is assumed to be
essentially the same for both armature and compensator
windings.
b) Eddy - current losses in the armature:















av R -R 7^ rf l
ao a l R
ao
B f . given by equations A56, A61, or A68 as applicable.
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c) Losses due to eddy currents and hysteresis losses in
the shield is considered to be negligible because of





Losses in the shaft material and armature winding





DERIVATION OP MACHINE CHARACTERISTICS AND RATING EXPRESSIONS
Referring to Figure El, through trigonometric manipulation
it may be shown that:
EF
= VT + XA IA ^ Sin ^ " COS $ COt a * (E1
The internal exitation voltage, E„, may be expressed as:
w M nr I re If f
E = (E2)F /2
Where, from equation B3 4
9 p6 p0
-32(l-y Z P )Z N^. N^y sin (-^) sin (—^) R.
M =





a ttG e r (l-y
2
) (1-x 2 ) Rao lpf






As a matter of convenience define







32£ C. ^ sin(—^)sin(~f-^) (1-y"'^) R
m lpf o 2 2 J
__
(_i°)P (E5)
2 \ /i ,.2 v














Using equation E5 , equation E3 may be reduced to:
Mlf - MIFA NtaNtf (E6)














J^9 * R^: 2 d-y 2 )f wf fo
I = -±JH± ±2 (A 49)
2N\f
Substituting equations E2 , E3, and A4 9 into E7, the machine
rating may be expressed as:
o/ o_l p9 p9 P v_24 _ T „ .. 2+p,„ 1^-, . ,r wa> . ,- wf, , T vP = 77" VWfV 1"* } R fo ClpfSln (~2— ) Sin {~2~ } (IT )
V2 7T F
(E8)
In order to solve for machine power from equation E8, an
expression for (V /E ) must be found. Define V and I asit t> a
rated machine base voltage and current (V=Vm , I =I_). Also,J B T B A
define the per-unit variables
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Dividing equation El by V and the substitution of equations
E9 yields:
XI
e„ = v, + —-—- i (sin i> - cos \b cot a) (E10)f t V a
13






er = v, + x, i (sin \p - cos ty cot a) (Ell)
r t el a
If equation Ell is divided by e f and simplified, the following
relationship is produced:
— = 1 - x i (sin \1> - cos \b cot a) (E12)
e f a a
Where x , the internally normalized per-unit synchronous
a
reactance is defined as:
X„ I_ X_ 1
,







Converting equation E12 from per-unit to absolute values
yields
:
:=— = 1 - x (sin yp - cos \p cot a) (E14)E
F
a
Equation E13 may be expressed as:
a) (L -L , )I^
e a ab A
x = (E15)
E




3/2 I J sin(—^) R . C
_
_a _a 2 / ao ^2p 1 sd , lf .X
a ' I J. pG _ { R. ' ,_ 2p, C, -
Ulb;
4 m f
sin( wf ) fo (1
~y J lpf
All terms in equation E8 are now defined in terms of machine
currents and geometry. Utlizing expressions developed in
this and other appendices, it is possible to determine the
compensator current density required for a given machine
configuration and power level for any given value of a.
Using equation C38 , torque on the armature may be expressed
as
:
ox r, 2+k _ 2+k24 u J , R. -R • kG










-) sin k(cf)-a)j (C38)
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where 9, and fi f are defined by equtition A56.
As a matter of convenience groups of terms in equation
C38 may be defined as:
24y J . R 2+k -_R . 2+k k0
» o a , 1 , , ao ai , . , wa,
A
x
= — ( 2k )
( -— )sm(-~)











A = £ sin(—^)
3 c 2
(E19)
Equation C3 8 may now be written as
T = A, [A„sin k <b + A_J sin k(cf>-a)]
a 12 3 c (E20)
Torque on the armature may also be expressed as
a 2ttF
where
PWR = P cosijj
(E21)
Substituting equation E21 into E20 and simplifying, a set of
quadradic equations in terms of sin (kcj>) results:











cos(ka) + A ] (E24)
5 p
2 (PWR) 2







Using the equation for zero torque on the superconducting
field winding (C3 8 or C3 3) written as
cos(kcj)) = J A~ cos(ka) (E26)
Equation E2 2 reduces to
A CJ
4
+ A.J 3 + A J 2 + A_J + A.. =5c 4c 3c 2c 1 (E27)
where.
A" =
'A, R . < R_. (equations C29 or C30)
1 ci fi
R . < R_. (equations C34 or C35)
ci f 1
(E2 8)
2 A 2 T2„;„2A r E A, A, A^sin' (ka) (E29)
A
4 E




sin 2 (ka)cos (ka) (E30)
A
3




2 sin 2 (ka) -
p(PWR)A,A A cos (ka) sin (ka)
~~
ttF


















For a four pole machine with angle a fixed at 45° (90°
electrically) with an iron shield boundary (assume \i = .009 hy/m)
,
a first harmonic analysis of equations F2 9 through E3 3 yields:
A
5






















Equation E26 implies a set of conditions for zero torque on
the superconducting field; one condition for each odd integer
value of k. Higher order effects of the third and higher
harmonics are not addressed herein.










d-y P ) Rfo
'4 ClDf sin
(—JS.) sin (-^) (E36)24 a
t/2
also, consider equation E16 written as





- pr £ sin(—^-) R „ , C
_
3/2 a 2 , ao , 2p 1 sp
2 4 £ p0 , l R. ' .. 2p, C, £m
3jn( wf ) fo (1
"Y } 1P f
(E38)
Substituting equation E14 and E37 into E35 yields
P = K..J J. [1-K„ -zr- (sin \\> - cos ty cot a)]
X a t z J _
(E39)
Equation E39 may be reduced to:
P = K\J - K.J 2 (sin il» - cos \b cot a)



















i/j and a may be found:























An examination of Figures 7, 8, and 9 reveals that the angle
$ between the armature phase a field and the superconducting
main field is equivalent to the angle (^ + 90°) electrically
at the zero torque condition. Therefore, equation E26 may be
written as
cos k (t\> + 90°) = J A cos(ka) (E45)
which reduces to
cos(k^) = J A cos(ka) (E4 6)
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Angle \p in equation E46 is a mechanical angular value
analogous to angle (J) in Figure 1. Employing the analytical
techniques which earlier resulted in equations E29 through E34,
it is also possible to obtain a fourth order equation in
cos k a or sin k a as
B r cos
1+ (ka) + B^cos 3 (ka) + B cos 2 (ka) + B cos(ka) + B =
(E47)





Based on machine lengths developed in reference 6,
Table El represents the parameters used in this paper.
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Field-to-armature mutual „ _ „




TABLE El Effective Lengths
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c
Eddy current loss effective
length ~eda ,
= i
Conduction loss effective *





The program used in the development of this thesis,
THESIS I, accepts input data and provides output data as
described in Table Fl. The program as listed herein provides
output data for any given number of machine geometries and for
each machine geometry provides data for armature current
densities ranging from .25 x 10 6 to 2.5 x 10 6 a/m 2 . Any
input parameter may be incremented as required by inserting
a proper °° loop. The program accepts any number of pole
pairs, any harmonic desired, and any value for shield






































































TABLE Fl. Input/Output Data for THESIS I Program
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21-30 Rr-.f 1 F10.3
31-40 fo F10. 3











DATA CARD # COLUMNS CONTAINS FORMAT
8 1-10 L F10.3
TABLE F2 . Arrangement of Input Data Deck
Data cards 7 and 8 are sequentially repeated (without
cards 1-6) depending upon the number of machines desired.
KY is the number of machines being analyzed on each run.
KY may, of course, be set artifically high and the program
terminates once all data is processed. By setting IMUS =
$ on card 6, a is set equal to -1, assuming a laminated iron
shield of high permeability; otherwise, IMUS = any interger
not 4> allows a to be computed.
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